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Abstract The heavy storm event that occurred from 18 to 22 July 2021, in Henan province caused severe floods and casualties, especially in the provincial city, Zhengzhou. While the impacts of large-scale synoptic systems and local-scale orographic effects on the storm event have been studied, the role of urbanization remains unexplored. Using Weather Research and Forecasting model, the study designed two numerical experiments, differentiated by the presence of urban land cover, to investigate the urban impact on the storm event over Henan province, with a focus on Zhengzhou. Urbanization increases precipitation in the major urban area of Zhengzhou and its south, western Kaifeng, and western Xuchang, where the largest increases reach from 188.2 to 304.4 mm. Further investigation into Zhengzhou city reveals that urbanization leads to shifted precipitation center and stagnation in the major urban area, resulting in earlier peak rainfall time and more concentrated precipitation. Elevated surface temperature and sensible heat are identified before the peak rainfall arrives, which leads to increased planet boundary layer height, suggesting the contribution of the urban heat island effect. Thermal perturbation and increased surface roughness over urban areas promote vertical uplift and moisture convergence, increasing water vapor and forming storm system drags during the peak precipitation time, thus bringing earlier and higher amounts of precipitation to the major urban area and its south. The study calls for the consideration of the urban effect of extreme storm events and the precaution against waterlogging over urban areas in rapid-developing cities.

1. Introduction

A record-breaking storm took place in Henan province of China from 00 UTC July 18 to 00 UTC 22 July 2021. The storm brought devastating floods and waterlogging to the province, with the precipitation center located in the provincial capital, Zhengzhou. The extreme event caused 292 deaths and 47 people missing in Zhengzhou city, associated with direct economic losses of 53.2 billion yuan (Yin et al., 2022). Zhengzhou meteorological station recorded accumulated rainfall of 817.3 mm during the storm episode, with maximum hourly rainfall of 201.9 mm at 08–09 UTC on July 20, which makes this exceptionally heavy precipitation episode widely known as the “July-20 event” in the scientific community and public media.

Previous studies have revealed the important role of large-scale synoptic systems in this extreme precipitation episode’s formation and development (Wei et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022). The well-established Huanghuai cyclone (situated in southern Henan province first and slowly moved northward to western Henan province) enhanced a low-level jet with the strong southwesterly flow, a crucial circulation for the initiation of the July-20 event. To the south, the two typhoons In-Fa and Cempaka (situated over the Philippine Sea and the South China Sea, respectively) created favorable conditions to transport abundant water vapor from the tropics to the storm area (Ran et al., 2021). In addition to synoptic conditions, local factors also contributed to precipitation intensification. For example, orographic lifting related to Mount Song in the southwest of Zhengzhou and Mount Taihang in the north was identified to make contributions to the heavy precipitation (Ran et al., 2021; Su et al., 2021). Beyond local orographic conditions, it is believed that other factors, such as land use and land cover properties, can also play a role in extreme precipitation event (Pielke Sr et al., 2011). Yet, limited attention has been paid to the potential impacts of local land properties on the record-breaking “July-20 event” (Luo et al., 2022).

Drastic land cover conversion has occurred in China in the past 40 years, and urban area expansion was one of the major types of land conversion (Liu et al., 2020). The most spectacular urban expansion was certainly in the low-lying coastal zone (e.g., agglomerations in the region of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, in the Yangtze River Delta, and the Pearl River Delta), but central China including Henan province has experienced accelerating urbanization since 2000 (Liu et al., 2014; Ning et al., 2018). Urban extent is highly relevant to precipitation modification...
through land–atmosphere interactions (Han et al., 2014; Shepherd, 2005). Previous studies, both analytical and numerical modeling, revealed a variety of inter-related mechanisms of urban environments that can alter the spatiotemporal features of extreme precipitation, including urban canopy effects, urban heat island effects, and urban aerosol effects (Han & Baik, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Thielen et al., 2000). Consequently, urban settings can exert complex impacts on precipitation extremes. For example, they can enhance precipitation by favoring vertical motions, invigorating convective systems, and promoting moisture convergence (Rozoff et al., 2003). Oppositely, they can also reduce precipitation via reduction of convective available potential energy and evapotranspiration decrease (Georgescu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2009). Furthermore, the magnitude of urban effects on extreme precipitation can be greatly influenced by diverse synoptic conditions and topographic settings, increasing the uncertainty of changing extreme precipitation characteristics at local scale (Freitag et al., 2018; Wang, Wang, et al., 2021). Urban–atmosphere interactions may display more heterogeneous spatiotemporal variations of extreme precipitation than large-scale systems, and often contribute to extreme events. However, the underlying mechanisms that take responsibility for these events remain uncertain (Qian et al., 2022).

In recent years, the construction of Central Plains urban agglomeration has resulted in explosive urbanization in Henan province (Wang et al., 2020). Located in complex terrain, Henan province has experienced severe extreme precipitation events in the past. For example, a torrential storm lashed Henan province from July 18 to 20 July 2016, with maximum accumulated precipitation of 732 mm recorded, causing 1.67 million people to suffer (Li et al., 2018). Despite several studies focusing on large metropolitan areas, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and the Pearl River Delta, few studies have investigated the urban impact on extreme precipitation in Henan, including the rapid-growing provincial capital, Zhengzhou, where the center of the urban agglomeration locates. Due to the diverse findings and conclusions in prior studies across different areas, the transferability of the research results from one place to another remains unsettled (Li et al., 2015; Wang J. et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2020), confining the application of the conclusions in these metropolitan areas on Henan. As the population continues to densify in urban areas, cities are expected to face higher risks of extreme precipitation events (Kumar, 2021). Therefore, an investigation into the July-20 storm under recent urbanization is necessary and will provide important insights into urban hazard mitigation and future urbanization in this area.

In this study, the urbanization impacts on the severe “July-20 event” are investigated. Using numerical model simulation, we analyzed the urban effect on the spatiotemporal pattern of the storm by setting up different land cover types in contrast experiments. Furthermore, we focus on the urban area of Zhengzhou city, which has experienced extreme rainfall and significant societal losses, to investigate the potential mechanisms for the observed differences caused by urbanization.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Coupled Land-Atmosphere Model Configuration

The advanced research version 4.2.2 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research was adopted to perform the numerical simulations. Being a non-hydrostatic, three-dimensional, and sophisticated mesoscale model, WRF has been widely used in various research, including regional climate research, hurricane research, and land–atmosphere interactions (Bukovsky & Karoly, 2009; Skamarock et al., 2019; Wang, Wu, et al., 2021). Noah Mosaic Land Surface Model (Li et al., 2013) was coupled with the WRF model to provide reasonable subgrid-scale variability and sensitivity in the land-atmosphere interactions (Wang, Wu, et al., 2021). Rooted in the Noah land surface scheme (Chen & Dudhia, 2001), the Noah mosaic considers various land covers in the calculation of fluxes and surface variables within each grid, which is different from the Noah scheme that only takes the dominant land cover into account. For experiments with urban land cover, the Single-Layer Urban Canopy Model was coupled for better simulation of thermodynamic characteristics and interactions between urban surface and atmosphere (Chen et al., 2011).

Three one-way nested domains were configured, with a grid spacing of 25 km, 5 km, and 1 km, respectively. The horizontal grids were 95 × 89 for the outermost domain (D01), 150 × 150 for the middle (D02), and 220 × 220 for the innermost domain (D03). The outermost domain covered most of eastern China (Figure 1a). The innermost domain was located in the center of Henan province, covering most of the large cities of Henan province, for example, Zhengzhou, Luoyang, and Kaifeng (Figure 1b). The model contained 35 vertical levels, with the upper boundary to be 50 hPa. The initial and boundary conditions were provided by the fifth-generation reanalysis data.
(ERA5) of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) with a spatial resolution of 0.25° and a temporal resolution of 1 hr (Hersbach & Dee, 2016).

All simulations shared identical physical schemes (summarized in Table 1). The WRF Single-Moment 6-class scheme was chosen in microphysics as it is recommended for high-resolution simulations (Hong & Lim, 2006). The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model was applied in longwave radiation due to its efficient and accurate fluxes and heating calculation with the correlated-k approach (Mlawer et al., 1997). Shortwave radiation used the Dudhia scheme which takes terrain slope and shadow effect on surface solar flux into consideration (Dudhia, 1989). The Yonsei University scheme was employed for planetary boundary layer, as it can parameterize turbulent vertical fluxes of momentum, heat, and constituents, both in the planetary boundary layer and the atmosphere (Hong et al., 2006). The Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme was adopted for the simulation of convective cloud effects.
(Kain, 2004). Due to the fine grid spacing in D02 and D03 (<10 km), the cumulus scheme was turned off in the two domains (Yang et al., 2021). The surface layer was simulated by the revised MM5 scheme (Jiménez et al., 2012).

### 2.2. Experimental Design

Two numerical experiments were designed, namely CTRL and NoUrban, differentiated by the presence of urban land cover. As the default land cover in WRF, MODIS 30s land cover product was generated based on the year 2001 (Friedl et al., 2002), the data set could not adequately represent the current land cover under such drastic urbanization in China (Li et al., 2014). Therefore, the “LANDUSEF” and “LU_INDEX” parameters, which were formerly calculated based on default MODIS land cover in the WRF model, were modified according to the WorldCover 2020 v100 product of 10 m resolution released by the European Space Agency (ESA) to more accurately generate the current land use over the study area. The product contains 11 classes of land cover in 2020 and shows an overall accuracy of 74.4%, with the highest accuracy measured in Asia (80.7%; Zanaga et al., 2021). The land cover in D03 included 8 of the 11 classes, namely, tree cover, shrubland, grassland, cropland, built-up, bare/sparse vegetation, permanent water bodies, and herbaceous wetland (Figure 1c). The urban built-up areas are mostly scattered, with the three densest areas located in eastern Luoyang, northeastern Zhengzhou, and western Kaifeng. The 10-m land cover data for 2020 were first aggregated into grids of the same grid spacing in WRF for each domain. The proportion of every class in each 25 km/5 km/1 km grid \((f_{\text{ESA}})\) was calculated. Specifically, the 11 ESA classes were in correspondence with MODIS categories based on one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-one relationships (Table 2). For every class with a one-to-one relationship, the modified fraction under MODIS categories \((f_{M,\text{new}})\) was calculated as:

\[
f_{M,\text{new}} = f_{\text{ESA}}
\]

In one-to-many relationships, \(f_{M,\text{new}}\) was calculated based on the original MODIS fraction \((f_{M,i})\) and \(f_{\text{ESA}}\):

\[
f_{M,\text{new},i} = f_{\text{ESA}} \times \frac{f_{M,i,1}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} f_{M,i,i}}
\]

where \(n\) represented the number of MODIS classes and \(i\) \((0 < i \leq n)\) denoted the \(i\)th MODIS class in each one-to-many relationship. In many-to-one relationships, \(f_{M,\text{new}}\) was formulated by:

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physics option</th>
<th>Parameterization scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microphysics</td>
<td>WSM 6-class scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longwave radiation</td>
<td>RRTM scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwave radiation</td>
<td>Dudhia scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planet boundary layer</td>
<td>Yonsei University scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulus</td>
<td>Kain-Fritsch scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land surface</td>
<td>Noah mosaic land surface model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban surface</td>
<td>Single-layer UCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface layer</td>
<td>Revised MM5 scheme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>ESA category and code</th>
<th>MODIS category and code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-to-one</td>
<td>50 Built-up</td>
<td>13 Urban and Built-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70 Snow and Ice</td>
<td>15 Snow and Ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 Bare/sparse Vegetation</td>
<td>Bare or Sparsely Vegetated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 Tree Cover</td>
<td>1 Evergreen Needleleaf Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Shrubland</td>
<td>6 Closed Shrublands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 Grassland</td>
<td>8 Woody Savannas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 Cropland</td>
<td>12 Croplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 Permanent Water Bodies</td>
<td>Natural vegetation mosaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Moss and Lichen</td>
<td>18 Wooded Tundra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many-to-one</td>
<td>90 Herbaceous Wetland</td>
<td>11 Permanent Wetlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The bold number denotes the original map code in the classes.
where \( m \) represented the number of ESA classes and \( j (0 < j \leq m) \) denoted the \( j \)th ESA class in each many-to-one relationship. Finally, the “LANDUSEF” and “LU_INDEX” parameters were updated with \( f_{M,\text{new}} \) in the CTRL scenario. The NoUrban scenario is the same as CTRL but with modifications in the innermost domain, where the fraction of urban land cover was set to zero, and the fraction of other land cover types except water bodies increased proportionally. Compared with the CTRL scenario, grids that were previously dominated by urban land cover were mostly replaced by forests, croplands, and bare ground in the NoUrban scenario (Figure 2).

The simulation time was set up from 12 UTC on July 18 to 00 UTC on 21 July 2021, which covered the period of the heavy precipitation in Henan (Ran et al., 2021). The output interval was 1 hr for the innermost domain. The first 12 hr were treated as spin-up, which was excluded in the analyses. Observed hourly precipitation data from 47 automatic rain stations in D03 (Figure 1c) provided by the National Meteorological Information Center of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) was applied to evaluate the model performance of the CTRL.

Figure 2. Dominant land category for (a) CTRL and (b) NoUrban simulations in D03.
simulation. Correlation coefficient ($r$) and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) were used in the evaluation with the common grid-to-point comparison method, and were calculated as follows:

$$r = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} (\text{Obs}_k - \overline{\text{Obs}}) (\text{Sim}_k - \overline{\text{Sim}})}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} (\text{Obs}_k - \overline{\text{Obs}})^2 \sum_{k=1}^{N} (\text{Sim}_k - \overline{\text{Sim}})^2}}$$

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (\text{Sim}_k - \text{Obs}_k)^2}$$

where $\text{Obs}_k$ denoted the $k$th ($0 < k \leq N$) observational data in overall $N$ data and $\text{Sim}_k$ denoted the $k$th simulated data in the corresponding D03 grid of the $k$th station.

3. Results

3.1. Model Validation

The CTRL simulation generally captures the spatial pattern in rainfall accumulation and the temporal evolution. The model result matches the observed rainfall pattern in eastern Zhengzhou and other surrounding cities, such as Kaifeng and Xuchang, implying the reasonable performance of WRF in simulating the heavy rainfall episode (Figure 3a). It also successfully simulates the largest rainfall accumulation measured in Zhengzhou station (observed: 732 mm; simulated: 692 mm within 2 days). Although some model grids underestimate the rainfall amount (e.g., grids of Xinmi station, Songshan station, and Gongyi station in western Zhengzhou), the simulation still shows a high spatial correlation with the observation ($r = 0.61$; Figure 3b). In Zhengzhou city, the event’s epicenter, the temporal evolution, as depicted over the eight meteorological stations, is well captured over the corresponding model grids, with even a higher agreement if compared to the accumulated rainfall (temporal correlation: $r = 0.79$, RMSE = 5.1 mm). The model captures the rainfall variability during the whole study period, especially the first peak around 04 UTC on July 20, but generally understimates the overall rainfall intensity and the second peak in 08–09 UTC (Figure 3c). The underestimation at the second peak is likely due to the decreasing simulated rainfall at Zhengzhou station, where the simulation is about half of the observation in 08–09 UTC (Figure 3d). However, the simulated rainfall peak time at Zhengzhou station greatly matches the observed peak time, and the rainfall variation is well captured with $r = 0.72$ and RMSE = 20.6 mm.

3.2. Basic Features of Precipitation Differences Attributed to Urbanization

The NoUrban simulation displays a similar rainfall spatial pattern as in CTRL, but with subtle differences (Figure 4a). The accumulated rainfall also shows a very high amount in Zhengzhou city, with the center shifted westward compared to CTRL. By carefully analyzing the difference between the two simulations, distinct precipitation increases are found near various urban areas, for example, in Zhengzhou’s major urban area (MUA) and its south, also in western Kaifeng and western Xuchang (Figure 4b, CTRL-minus-NoUrban showing effects of urbanization). The accumulated precipitation increase can be up to 250.9 mm in the MUA and 304.4 mm in its south, accounting for 55.2% and 91.7% of total precipitation in the 2-day study period in the NoUrban simulation, respectively. In Kaifeng and Xuchang, maximum increments reach 188.2 and 205.3 mm, respectively. The results still show a high spatial correlation with the observation ($r = 0.61$; Figure 3b). Those with low urban fraction (0–0.2) experience mean rainfall differences of $-31.5$ mm, with smaller variation (standard deviation [STD] = 85.6 mm). The density function shifts positively for grids of high urban fraction (0.8–1), with the mean value increasing to 29.7 mm and the standard deviation to 123.2 mm. The enhancing effect is more pronounced in the MUA of Zhengzhou, where low urban fraction areas have a mean rainfall difference of $-72.7$ mm and high urban density areas expe-
experience a mean difference of 109.6 mm (Figure 4c). Despite the rainfall amplification near urban areas, negative differences are also detected, especially for the west and the east side of the MUA, where the largest difference surpasses −300 mm (dashed red line in Figure 4c). The negative differences are likely due to the shift of the precipitation center/maxima to the urban areas in the CTRL simulation compared with the NoUrban simulation (Figures 4a and 4b).

The temporal sequences of the CTRL and NoUrban simulations show distinct evolution, as shown in Figure 4d depicting the mean precipitation for the observation obtained over eight meteorological stations and corresponding model grids inside Zhengzhou city. Two peaks are found in the NoUrban simulation, one at 02 UTC on July 20 and another occurring between 09 UTC and 13 UTC on July 20 while in the CTRL scenario, precipitation becomes more concentrated and occurs earlier with one peak during 03–08 UTC on July 20, suggesting urban modification in the temporal evolution of precipitation. The temporal evolution is further investigated through Hovmöller diagrams with precipitation rate averaged over longitude in the domain (Figure 5). The diagrams allow the analysis of the precipitation life cycle as they capture the rainfall propagation in a zonal/meridional direction over time (Goines & Kennedy, 2018). The precipitation zone propagates from east to west before July 20 driven by the southeasterly and easterly flow. Influenced by the Huanghuai cyclone and orographic lifting, then the precipitation zone moves eastward and stagnates in the MUA of Zhengzhou for about 9 hr (from 06 UTC to 15 UTC on July 20), then continue moving eastward (Figure 5a). Meanwhile, another precipitation zone emerges at
114.5°E around 00 UTC on July 20 and moves westward, then merges with the precipitation in MUA, which may further enhance the precipitation. The stagnation in the CTRL simulation provides high-intensity rainfall over the urban area of Zhengzhou, with the maximum increasing intensity of 19.8 mm hr$^{-1}$, 4.8 times larger than the intensity in the NoUrban simulation (Figure 5c). The intensified precipitation is mitigated in the NoUrban simulation, where the rain is more evenly distributed, and the peak time is delayed during the same period (Figure 5b).

3.3. Main Drivers for the Urbanization-Induced Precipitation Differences

After the detailed description on the spatiotemporal structures of precipitation changes attributed to urbanization (stagnation of rainfall in the major urban area after a quickly reached peak), we further investigate the precipitation characteristics between 06 UTC and 15 UTC on July 20, which covers the essential part of the heavy precipitation episode (Figure 6, two simulations separately). The precipitation in CTRL is first concentrated in Zhengzhou’s MUA and its south (06–09 UTC). One center stagnates in Zhengzhou and another center spreads southward into Xuchang (09–12 UTC) and finally dissipates (12–15 UTC; Figures 6a, 6c, and 6e). In contrast to CTRL, heavy precipitation in NoUrban begins on the west edge of the MUA and then propagates eastward into Kaifeng, passing through the MUA without stagnation (Figures 6b, 6d, and 6f). The different moving speed explains the early peak of precipitation in CTRL. Notably, NoUrban experiences larger rainfall maxima in every 3-hr accumulation (e.g., >300 mm in Figure 6b) than CTRL does. However, due to the rapid propagation of...
the event, the overall precipitation accumulation is much higher in CTRL for Zhengzhou’s MUA. The rapid propagation in NoUrban is also likely the reason to explain the large difference in rainfall rate between the two simulations for the time interval 03–09 UTC (Figure 4d) since those model grids that contain weather stations in Zhengzhou partly miss the rapid-moving system in NoUrban.

Urban impact on precipitation is highly relevant to thermal perturbation, convective activities, and moisture. We observed a slightly increased 2-m temperature associated with enhanced sensible heat flux in the MUA of the Zhengzhou area before the storm peaks around the MUA (Figures 7a and 7b). The higher sensible heat flux likely elevates the planetary boundary layer height, favoring the city’s subsequent convective motions at the peak time (Figure 7c). Notably, the two simulations present a rather small difference in maximum convective available potential energy, indicating limited urban impact on atmospheric stability under the strong synoptic background, which may not be the main driver for the urban-induced precipitation difference (Figure 7d).

The drag effects of increasing urban surface roughness seem to be the major contributor to the precipitation anomaly between the two simulations (Figure 7e). Larger friction velocity is observed in the MUA in the CTRL simulation than in the NoUrban simulation before the storm peak, triggering the subsequent effects on local circulation and moisture during the storm peak (Figure 7f). Between 06 and 09 UTC on July 20, enhanced upward motion is found in the MUA of Zhengzhou (Figure 8a). There are two enhanced updrafts, one in the western boundary of the Zhengzhou city (ascending from 850 hPa), and the other appears in the center of MUA, associated with increasing water vapor. The ascending air motion brings a narrow band of moisture upward from the surface, forming enhanced water vapor covering the MUA above 900 hPa, and favoring the heavy rainfall in the MUA due to strong convection (Figure 8a). Meanwhile, decreased water vapor is identified from the ground to 600 hPa in the west of the MUA (06–09 UTC) and later found below 800 hPa in the MUA (09–12 UTC), associated with downward vertical wind (Figure 8b), indicating a more stable lower atmosphere in the city. The downdraft and reduced water vapor content help to explain the negative rainfall difference along the western boundary of the MUA (Figure 4b). During 12–15 UTC, the urban surface continues to promote updraft from the near-surface at the eastern boundary of MUA to around 800 hPa in the MUA center (Figure 8c), in correspondence with the continuous rainfall in the MUA. Increasing water vapor concentrates on the top of the major urban area and its west, suggesting abundant moisture is transported to the MUA. The increased water vapor over urban is also associated with enhanced moisture convergence (Figure 9). During the peak rainfall period (06–15 UTC 20 July),
Figure 6. Rainfall accumulation for CTRL and NoUrban simulations in (a–b) 06 UTC-09 UTC 20 July, (c–d) 09 UTC-12 UTC 20 July, and (e–f) 12 UTC-15 UTC 20 July. Vectors denote wind field at 700 hPa. Dashed lines represent the major urban area of Zhengzhou (shown in Figure 1c).
enhanced moisture convergence can be identified from the southern boundary of the MUA to the south of Zhengzhou city, explaining the continuously concentrated water vapor and the associated precipitation over these areas.

4. Discussion

The contrast between the two numerical simulations shows that urbanization led to shifted precipitation center, bringing earlier and more concentrated rainfall to the major urban area of Zhengzhou and its south in the “July-20” storm, which is consistent with previous studies of storms in Zhengzhou (Dong et al., 2019; Su et al., 2019). Further investigation reveals the possible roles of urban heat islands (thermodynamic) and urban surface roughness (dynamic) in this storm. Observed elevated near-surface temperature and sensible heat before the storm peak increase the planetary boundary layer height, thus potentially promoting vertical motions and moisture
convergence in the subsequent storm peak (Niyogi et al., 2011). However, thermal impacts on this storm event are likely of less importance compared with surface roughness impact, as the similar study done by Debbage and Shepherd (2019). Aerodynamic drag due to increased surface roughness appears to be the dominant mechanism for urban influence in our analysis. Increasing friction velocity is responsible for the shifted precipitation center, as identified in our study and other studies (Ganeshan & Murtugudde, 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). Since the

Figure 8. Averaged vertical profiles. 3-hr-averaging vertical profiles of CTRL-minus-NoUrban differences between (a) 06–09 UTC, (b) 09–12 UTC, and (c) 12–15 UTC on 20 July averaged in longitude inside the Zhengzhou city. Shading represents differences in water vapor mixing ratio (g kg$^{-1}$) and vectors denote composite horizontal and vertical winds (vertical wind multiplied by 10). Dashed lines represent the major urban area of Zhengzhou (shown in Figure 1c).
MUA is surrounded by scattered urban areas, these areas may provide additional aerodynamic drag to the storm propagation, thereby bringing more precipitation to the MUA and its south (Figure 1c). The aerodynamic drag further affects local circulation by enhancing updrafts and bringing abundant water vapor content to the MUA center, which explains the stagnation over the major urban area of Zhengzhou and the accompanying rainfall increase. Moreover, urban modification in moisture convergence over the regions is identified, which has also been confirmed in other studies (Argüeso et al., 2016; Li et al., 2021). The demonstration of urban surface roughness's impact on moisture transport indicates its effect on storm structure modification and is in agreement with former studies (Li et al., 2021; Shem & Shepherd, 2009; Zhang et al., 2018).

It is noted that our research targets the urban impacts alone, but the extreme event can also be influenced through the combining effects of urbanization and other factors, such as topography. Prior studies have demonstrated the crucial role of topography in precipitation modification (Fairman et al., 2011; Houze, 2012; Navale & Singh, 2020). Cities located in complex terrain may be affected by complex interactions between urban-induced and terrain-induced circulations (Fernando, 2010). Frequent convergence could be produced at the urban interface in urban–orographic interactions (Shepherd, 2006). Freitag et al. (2018) suggested that terrain may amplify urban impacts on weather through persistent forcing of orographic flow. Precipitation amplification by urban-topography interactions may even surpass the effect of topography and urban alone (Yang et al., 2019).

Research conducted on heavy precipitation that occurred in Zhengzhou on 5 June 2016, suggested that mountains in the northwest of Zhengzhou could generate gravity waves that promoted convection, leading to increased rainfall in the city (Su et al., 2019). Therefore, for Zhengzhou and its surrounding cities, it can be deduced that the mountains (Mount Song in the west of Zhengzhou, Mount Taihang in the north of Henan province, and the Funiu Mountain in the southwest of Henan province) may play an important role in urban-topography interactions and thus further modify the spatial and temporal patterns of the “July-20” storm event. Understanding urban-orographic interactions in the “July-20” storm still requires additional studies, to be reported in future works.

This research highlights the critical role of the urban land cover effect in the severe storm event on July 20, which may provide insights into future storm analysis and call for precautions against urban waterlogging in Zhengzhou and other fast-growing cities in Henan province. Urban effect in the alteration of storm patterns can bring the precipitation center to the city and promote the stagnation of the storm, therefore increasing the risks of extreme precipitation and flash flood. The results can be further extended to cities worldwide that are rapidly expanding and facing similar synoptic conditions in extreme precipitation events. It is of note that the research may be affected by the lack of consideration of the urban aerosol effect as well as the uncertainties inside the atmospheric models. Additional research and improvement in models can provide further comprehensive and accurate assessments of extreme storm events.
5. Conclusions
The influence of urbanization on modifying the storm event that occurred on 20 July 2021, in Henan province was investigated, with a focus on the provincial city Zhengzhou. Two numerical simulations were designed and run from 12 UTC on July 18 to 00 UTC on July 21, one with the land cover of 2020 and the other replaced urban cover by other land types. Overall, the model accurately depicted the spatial and temporal patterns. Urbanization increased accumulated precipitation in the major urban area of Zhengzhou and its south, western Xuchang, and western Kaifeng. In the provincial city Zhengzhou, urbanization led to shifted precipitation center to the major urban area and rainfall stagnation over and south of the urban area, resulting in earlier peak arrival time and longer storm system stagnation. Increased near-surface temperature and sensible heat in the major urban area were detected before peak precipitation began, suggesting the potential contribution of the urban heat island effect in the storm event. Looking into the peak rainfall time, the effect of urban surface roughness is believed to dominate the differences in the spatiotemporal pattern of the storm. The drag effects due to increased roughness provided pronounced vertical updrafts and increased water vapor content, associated with enhanced moisture convergence in areas with amplified rainfall. The study reveals the need for considering urban effects in storm events for developing cities and can be extended to future extreme storm events with similar synoptic conditions and urban settings, which may provide insights for urban hazard earlier-warming and mitigation.
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